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PlateRite 2055Vi-S
Flatbed Violet Plate Recorders

CTP

Fast, high-quality, automated CTP-at an affordable price
Dainippon Screen’s PlateRite 2055Vi-S is a reasonably
priced 4-page (B2) format computer to plate (CTP)
recorder that is ideal for users of 4-page presses who
want to add CTP to their platemaking arsenal. CTP
technology provides high quality and repeatability, and
reduces costs by cutting out intermediate processes.
The PlateRite 2055Vi-S offers all the benefits of CTP
in an affordable, high-quality unit that is designed to
function in place of, or side by side with, imagesetters
in a 4-page output production environment.

High quality and terriﬁc automation without the hefty price tag
Affordable CTP for 4-page (B2) printing

speeding the plate replacement process considerably. The PlateRite

The PlateRite 2055Vi-S offers high-quality CTP output in an

2055Vi-S can also be connected to an inline processor to create a

affordable, compact, ﬂatbed unit. And it isn't only the initial cost of

fully automated process from start to ﬁnish.

the unit that is reasonable—to help keep maintenance costs even
lower, the imaging system features a long-lasting violet laser light-

Reliability with optional punch systems

source. The PlateRite 2055Vi-S is even space-efﬁcient—its footprint

The PlateRite 2055Vi-S can be equipped with optional internal

is just 1,985 x 984 mm (78.2" x 38.8").

punch systems. When internal punch systems are used, the plates
are punched immediately after being mounted on the bed. This

High productivity and high quality

method provides much greater registration accuracy than either

The PlateRite 2055Vi-S supports plate sizes ranging from 450 x 280

manual or ofﬂine punching, eliminates human error, and allows

mm to 754 x 635 mm (17.7" x 11.0" to 29.7" x 25.0")*1, and can

faster press makeready, for increased overall productivity.

output an impressive 20 plates/hour at
at

1,200dpi*2),

2,400dpi*2

(36 plates/hour

all while maintaining consistently high quality. With

this kind of productivity, throughput is sure to increase dramatically,
even for jobs that demand particularly high-quality output.
*1. Semi-automatic loading type: 450 x 280 mm to 760 x 635 mm (17.7" x 11.0" to 29.9" x 25.0")
*2. Autoloading type.

Optional autoloader for 50 plate batch processing
The PlateRite 2055Vi-S comes standard with a compact,
semi-automatic plate loader. The PlateRite 2055Vi-S can also be
ﬁtted with an optional autoloader that holds up to 50 plates. This
autoloader features automatic interleaf detection and removal, as
well as continuous plate feeding, and enables the unit to process up
to 50 plates without operator intervention. An optional extra supply
cassette can be loaded while the other cassette is in use, thereby
reducing the time equipment is idle while plates are loaded, and

Illustration shows the PlateRite 2055Vi-S with autoloader.

Flatbed imaging system with violet laser diode

High accuracy flatbed transport system

Loading sensor automatically distinguishes interleaf
sheets and routes them to interleaf disposal area.

Cassette sensor reads cassette ID code and automatically
determines media type.

Interleaf removal
The PlateRite 2055Vi-S features an advanced interleaf removal
system that reduces operator labor. After determining if the top
sheet in the cartridge is metal or paper, the system automatically
Internal punch supported

routes paper to the interleaf disposal area and plates to the
imaging table. The operator can remove the waste paper from the
disposal area at his or her leisure.

Precision plate placement
Thanks to its ﬂatbed design, the PlateRite 2055Vi-S does not subject
plates to strain during loading. It simply loads them onto the table
as is. This both protects the plates and makes it easy to handle a
wide variety of plate sizes with precision. Once plates are loaded,
a special plate placement system ensures that plates are in the
right position on the table, and a vacuum securing system prevents
subsequent movement. The PlateRite 2055Vi-S’s low-stress
Plate

Interleaf

handling and accurate plate placement system combine to offer the
imaging precision required even for demanding, high-quality work.

Automatic recall of preset cassette parameters
The PlateRite 2055Vi-S simpliﬁes the output workﬂow by accepting

Smooth and accurate table movement

preset parameters for a variety of printing presses and media sizes.

Precision imaging requires precision movement. Plates loaded onto

Parameters include plate size: grip/anti-grip size: image centering:

the PlateRite 2055Vi-S’s imaging table are held in place securely

margins: and punch conﬁguration. Media cassettes, which each

after positioning, to ensure consistent imaging, and the table moves

feature an ID code, can be assigned a media type and destination.

across the imaging area with the aid of a precisely engineered

The recorder automatically reads the ID code when the cassette is

transport system. Since the table moves in only one plane, its

inserted and recalls the appropriate data. This eliminates the time

movement is extremely stable and regular. The smooth motion

and trouble involved in entering this data each time the cassette is

ensures that the laser beam is just where it is needed at all times,

changed.

so you get high repeatability even at high resolutions.

Space requirements
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Dimensions
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mm
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1,295
51.0"

B
1,985
78.2"

C
1,394
54.9"

PlateRite 2055Vi-S with autoloader

PlateRite 2055Vi-S specifications
Recording system

Primary scanning: Polygon mirror
Secondary scanning: Flatbed with stepping motor
120 mW Violet laser diode
Semi-automatic loading: Maximum 760 x 635 mm (29.9" x 25.0")*1
Minimum 450 x 280 mm (17.8" x 11.1")
Autoloading: Maximum 754 x 635 mm (29.6" x 25.0")*1
Minimum 450 x 280 mm (17.8" x 11.1")
Semi-automatic loading: 760 x 575 mm (29.9" x 22.6")*2
Autoloading: 754 x 575 mm (29.6" x 22.6")*3
Violet sensitive photo polymer aluminum plates*4
0.15 to 0.3 mm (5.9 to 11.8 mil)
1,200/2,400/3,000 dpi
20 plates/hour at 2,400dpi, 36 plates/hour at 1,200dpi (754 x 635 mm / 29.6" x 25.0")*5
F-PIF
Semi-automatic loading (standard)
Fully automatic loading with interleaf removal (optional)
HQ-510 series, Trueflow SE Rite, Trueflow SE
Autoloader (cassette capacity: maximum 50 plates)
Extra supply cassette
Punch systems (up to two sets)
Semi-automatic loading: 1,985 x 984 x 1,295 mm (78.2" x 38.8" x 51.0")
Autoloading: 1,985 x 1,394 x 1,295 mm (78.2" x 54.9" x 51.0")
Semi-automatic loading: 445 kg (979 lbs.)/Autoloading: 600 kg (1,320 lbs.)
During operation: 21 to 25°C (69.8 to 77°F), 50 to 70% relative humidity (non-condensing)
During pause: 15 to 33°C (59 to 91.4°F), 30 to 80% relative humidity (non-condensing)
Single phase 200 to 240 V, 3.5 A, 0.7 kW

Light source
Plate size

Maximum imaging size
Media
Media thickness
Resolutions
Productivity
Interface
Plate transport
RIP
Options

Dimensions
(W x D x H)
Weight
Environment
Power requirements

*1 When using media 0.15 mm thick, the maximum size is 550 x 460 mm (21.6" x 18.1").
*2. Image quality can be guaranteed for images up to 760 x 550 mm (29.9" x 21.6").
*3. Image quality can be guaranteed for images up to 754 x 550 mm (29.6" x 21.6").
*4. A yellow light suitable for use with violet-sensitive media is required for use of the semi-automatic loading type.
*5. With autoloader.
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